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Abstract — Network cost and network security are two of

many network parameters that are important to network users.

While these two parameters have been separately considered in

coded networks (networks that employ network coding), a joint

investigation of them both has not been done yet to our knowl-

edge, thus providing the motivation for this work. In this paper,

we consider the situation where a set of messages is to be multi-

casted across the network, and a known subset of these messages

is of interest to a wiretapping adversary. The problem that we

attempt to solve is to find a network coding scheme that has both

a low network cost and a low probability of the wiretapper be-

ing able to retrieve all the messages of interest. We make use of

random linear codes in anticipation for decentralized implemen-

tation of the scheme, and focus on the problem of finding the mul-

ticast subgraph. As an exact algorithmic solution is difficult, we

propose two heuristic solutions, and compare their performances

to traditional routing through a simulation study. Our results

suggest that network coding can be more effective than routing

for this low cost and secure data multicast problem, especially

when the links are not easily tapped.

1. INTRODUCTION

For any communication network or protocol, there are

many performance parameters that are of importance to the

network users, such as throughput rates and network robust-

ness. When the concept of network coding was introduced

by Ahlswede et. al. [1], the authors already demonstrated that

network coding can achieve higher throughput rates than tra-

ditional routing.

One important performance parameter is the network cost

incurred for a given set of connections, and the complexity

associated with the computation of the subgraphs needed to

provide the connections. While the minimum cost multicast

problem in routed networks requires the finding of a directed

Steiner tree, which is NP-hard, the same problem in coded net-

works can be solved by a linear program in polynomial time

[2], and also be implemented in a decentralized manner [3].

In addition, simulation results have shown that network cod-

ing can provide the multicast connections at a lower cost than

traditional routing [3], [4].

Another important performance parameter is the security

of the network. Cai and Yeung [5] considered the problem of

using network coding to achieve perfect information security

against a wiretapper who can eavesdrop on a limited number

of network links, and presented the construction of a secure

linear network code for this purpose. Feldman et. al. [6] gener-

alized and simplified the solution by showing that the problem

is equivalent to finding a linear code with certain generalized

distance properties. In a different setting, Ho et. al. [7] showed

that randomized network coding is useful in detecting Byzan-

tine modification of data packets, thus providing data security

against Byzantine attackers who arbitrarily modify data pack-

ets in the network.

While both network cost and security have been separately

investigated in the network coding literature, they have not

been jointly investigated yet to our knowledge, thus provid-

ing the motivation for this paper. Here, we consider the situ-

ation where a set of messages is to be multicasted across the

network, of which a subset is of interest to a wiretapper. The

problem that we want to solve is to multicast the messages

at a low cost, while keeping the network vulnerability — de-

fined as the probability that the wiretapper is able to retrieve

all the messages of interest — low. While network security

is not limited to the resilience of the network against wiretap-

ping, the other notions of security are beyond the scope of this

paper.

In general, we expect a trade-off between network cost

and network vulnerability. For instance, in routed networks,

a cheapest cost approach to a unicast connection usually se-

lects a single path. However, when the connection is to be

resilient against wiretapping, multiple disjoint paths may be

used, which may increase the network cost [8], [9], [10], [11].

To illustrate further this trade-off and to show that network

coding has the potential of achieving a lower network vulner-

ability than traditional routing, consider the network shown in

Figure 1(a) where each network link has unit capacity and unit

cost. Two random processes (denoted X1 and X2) are to be

multicasted from the source nodes s1 and s2 to the sink nodes

t1 and t2, against a wiretapper who is interested in obtaining

the random process X1. The probability that any one particu-

lar link is tapped is 0.01, and edges are assumed to be tapped

independently of one another.

Figures 1(b) to 1(e) show four different methods of achiev-

ing the multicast, and Table 1 shows the corresponding net-

work costs and vulnerabilities. In Figures 1(b) and 1(c), each

process is transmitted at unit rate, while in Figures 1(d) and

1(e), each process Xi is transmitted at a rate of two by split-

ting it into two processes Xi1 and Xi2. Figure 1(b) shows the

single path routing solution that minimizes the network cost,

while Figure 1(c) shows the non-trivial single path network

coding solution (note that the trivial solution is identical to

the routing solution). Figure 1(d) shows the multipath routing

solution and Figure 1(e) shows the multipath network coding

solution.
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Figure 1: A simple network example.

Table 1: Network costs and vulnerabilities for the simple net-

work.

Average cost Network
(per bit) Vulnerability

Single path routing 2 0.020
Single path coding 3.5 0.010
Multipath routing 2.75 5.9 × 10−4

Multipath coding 2.75 2.1 × 10−5

From this simple example, we see that, while the single

path routing solution offers the lowest network cost, it results

in the highest network vulnerability. While the network vul-

nerability can be reduced by employing network coding or

multipath routing, the network cost inevitably increases. It

should also be noted that the multipath network coding solu-

tion returns the lowest network vulnerability, at a cost equal to

that of multipath routing.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 de-

scribes the problem in greater detail. Section 3 describes the

general solution to the problem, which is difficult in general,

and suggests two heuristic methods that can be used to solve

the problem. Simulation results using the two proposed heuris-

tics, together with a discussion of the results, are presented in

Section 4.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A communication network is represented by a directed

graph G = (V,E), where V is the set of vertices (or nodes)

and E is the set of edges (or links). To each edge l ∈ E, we as-

sociate two non-negative numbers cl and dl, which are the cost

per unit flow and the link capacity, respectively. For simplic-

ity, the edges are assumed to be free of delays, but the results

still apply for networks with delays [13].

In this network, a set of r discrete independent random

processes W = {W1, . . . ,Wr} is to be transmitted to a fixed

set of sink nodes, T = {t1, . . . , t|T |} ⊂ V . Each random pro-

cess Wi is generated at the source node sWi
, and is assumed

to have a constant integer entropy rate of ρ. Thus, it can be

decomposed into ρ independent random processes, each with

unit entropy rate. We denote the j-th such component of Wi as

the random process Xρ(i−1)+j , and we denote the source node

of process Xi as sXi
.

In the network, there exists an adversary who is inter-

ested in knowing a given subset of W , denoted by Winterest.

Without loss of generality, we assume that the adversary is

interested in the first k random processes (i.e. Winterest =
{W1, . . . ,Wk}, k ≤ r). In terms of the unit entropy pro-

cesses, we say that the adversary is interested in the set

Xinterest = {X1, . . . , Xkρ}.

This adversary is able to tap network links and retrieve all

the messages that are being transmitted along them. To model

this wiretapping behavior, we associate with each edge l, a

number pl ∈ [0, 1] to denote the probability that the wiretap-

per will be able to retrieve the messages sent along it. Edges

are assumed to be tapped independently of one another, and we

let Ytapped be the (random) set of messages transmitted along

the tapped links. We define the network vulnerability ν to be

the probability that the conditional entropy of Winterest, given

Ytapped, is zero:

ν := P [H (Winterest | Ytapped) = 0] .

This definition of the network vulnerability is logical because

in order for the wiretapper to figure out the identities of all the

messages in Winterest, he will need to make a guess out of

2H(Winterest | Ytapped) possibilities.

Assuming that the multicast problem is feasible given the

network topology, the problem to be solved here is the de-

sign of a network coding scheme that has both a low overall

network cost and a low network vulnerability. To define the

problem more concretely, we denote the overall network cost

by the variable µ =
∑

{l∈E} clzl, where zl is the amount of

flow transmitted on the link l. The problem is then to mini-

mize some function F (µ, ν), which is an increasing function

of both µ and ν. Once again, as we expect a trade-off between

network cost and vulnerability, it is often inadequate to mini-

mize only µ or ν.

3. PROBLEM SOLUTION

We separate this network coding problem into two parts.

The first part deals with the finding of the coding subgraph, in-

cluding the amount of information flow to be put onto each

network link. The second part involves the actual network

code to be implemented in the subgraph. The network code

describes how data packets in the network interact with one

another, and is important to ensure that the original messages

can be decoded at the sink nodes.

In anticipation of a distributed implementation of the solu-

tion, we make use of random linear network codes, which are

sufficient for multicast [12]. The random linear coding model
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that we invoke henceforth follows that described in the orig-

inal paper by Ho et. al. [13]. In particular, we let the coding

subgraph be represented by G′ = (V,E′), where every edge

l′ ∈ E′ has unit capacity and carries the random process Y (l′).
The finite field used is denoted by F2u , and the set of all trans-

mitted processes is denoted by Y :

Y =
⋃

{l′∈E′}

{Y (l′)}.

Since all the random processes in W have to be multicasted

to T , we translate the problem into a single multicast problem

by introducing into G, a pseudo-source node α that generates

all the processes in W and transmits them to the actual source

nodes sW1
, . . . , sWr

via pseudo-edges (α, sWi
).

Noting that the problem of finding the minimum cost sub-

graph for a single multicast can be cast into a linear program-

ming problem [2], we structure the subgraph finding problem

as the following constrained optimization:

minimize F (µ, ν)

subject to zl = ρ, ∀ l s.t. tail(l) = α,

zl ≥ x
(t)
l , ∀ l ∈ E, t ∈ T,

∑

{l: tail(l)=v}

x
(t)
l −

∑

{l: head(l)=v}

x
(t)
l = σ(t)

v , (1)

∀ v ∈ V, t ∈ T,

dl ≥ x
(t)
l ≥ 0, ∀ l ∈ E, t ∈ T,

where:

σ(t)
v =







rρ if v = α,
−rρ if v = t,
0 otherwise.

One difficulty of this optimization is that, while it is easy

to compute µ given x
(t)
l and zl, the same is not true for ν, as

it depends on the actual processes sent along the links (i.e. the

network code). As an example, consider the network shown

in Figure 2, with ρ = 1, W = {W1,W2} = {X1, X2},

Winterest = {W1} = {X1}. Figure 2(a) shows the values

of x
(t)
l and zl, while Figure 2(b) shows the network code.

Consider the links l1 = (s1, 1) and l2 = (2, t2), which

have the same x
(t)
l and zl values, but are carrying different

processes. Note that while the tapping of l1 will enable the re-

trieval of X1, the sole tapping of l2 gives no information about

X1. From this example, we see that ν depends not just on x
(t)
l

and zl, but also on the actual network code.

Another difficulty is that ν and F (µ, ν) may not be con-

vex functions of x
(t)
l and zl. For instance, consider the network

shown in Figure 1(e), where we now assume that every edge

has a capacity of two. We make a single change to the net-

work code, whereby for the edge (s2, 1), in addition to trans-

mitting X21, we also transmit X22 in an uncoded manner. As

the knowledge of X22 does not help the wiretapper in know-

ing the identity of either X11 or X12, this increase in zl for the

edge (s2, 1) does not affect ν.

As a result of these difficulties, we shall look at some

heuristic methods to solve the problem.

(a) Values of (zl, x
(t1)
l , x

(t2)
l )
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Figure 2: Network vulnerability depends on the network code.

3.1 FIRST HEURISTIC

Consider the scenario where the following statements are

true. While these statements are not true in general, they can

be reasonable approximations to the actual network code when

the processes are well-mixed throughout the network.

First, we have:

Y (l′1) = Y (l′2) ⇔ l′1 = l′2, ∀ l′1, l
′
2 ∈ E′.

Hence, the tapping of any n links in E′ by the wiretapper

will provide him with a set of min(rρ, n) linearly independent

equations in terms of the input processes Xi.

Second, we have:

Y (l′) =

rρ
∑

i=1

ζl′,iXi, ∀ l′ ∈ E′,

where:

ζl′,i ∈ F2u\{0}, ∀ l′ ∈ E′, 1 ≤ i ≤ rρ.

Hence, in order to retrieve all the messages in Winterest, the

wiretapper will need to have a set of exactly rρ linearly inde-

pendent equations in terms of the Xi’s [14].

Under these conditions, ν is then equal to the probability

that the wiretapper manages to tap at least rρ links in E′, and

this can be obtained from the values of zl and x
(t)
l in the fol-

lowing manner.

Consider a link l ∈ E that is carrying a flow amount

zl ∈ R
+
0 . Since each link in E′ has unit capacity, the num-

ber of unit capacity links in E′ that correspond to the link l is

approximately [zl] — the nearest integer to zl. With this, we

let Ll be the discrete random variable denoting the amount of

information flow successfully tapped on link l. As pl is the

probability of tapping link l, we then have the z-transform of

Ll as (to avoid confusion, the transform variable z is replaced

by w):

Ll(w) = E[wLl ] = plw
[zl] + (1 − pl).

Now, let Ltotal be the random variable denoting the to-

tal amount of information flow successfully tapped in the net-

work. Since edges are assumed to be tapped independently of

one another, we have:

Ltotal(w) =
∏

{l∈E}

Ll(w) =
∑

i

P (Ltotal = i)wi
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and the network vulnerability is given by:

ν′ = P (Ltotal ≥ rρ) = 1 −
rρ−1
∑

i=0

P (Ltotal = i),

which is an increasing function with respect to each zl, but

may not be convex in nature.

Algorithm 1 below summarizes how to obtain ν′ from the

vector z = (zl). In the algorithm, kl is the vector of polyno-

mial coefficients of Ll(w) and ktotal is the vector of polyno-

mial coefficients of Ltotal(w), which is obtained by convolv-

ing all the kl vectors. Note that the symbol ∗ is used to denote

the convolution operation.

Algorithm 1: Given z, calculate ν′.

z′l ← [zl] ∀ l ∈ E;
for each l ∈ E do

kl ← zero vector of length (z′l + 1);
if z′l = 0 then

kl[1]← 1;
else

kl[1]← pl;
kl[z

′

l + 1]← 1− pl;
end

end

ktotal ← kl1 ∗ kl2 ∗ kl3 ∗ . . . ;
h← length(ktotal);

ν′ ← 1−
h∑

j=h−rρ+1

ktotal[j];

With this, we replace the objective function in (1) by the

function F (µ, ν′), which is a function in terms of zl only. For

our simulations, we considered a specific form of the objective

function, given by:

F (µ, ν′) = µ + ων′,

where ω is a non-negative weighting variable that represents

the relative importance of the network vulnerability with re-

spect to the overall network cost.

3.2 SECOND HEURISTIC

One major drawback of the first heuristic is that the calcu-

lation of ν′ can be computationally intensive, as it requires the

calculation of the polynomial coefficients of Ltotal(w). Be-

cause of this complexity, a different heuristic is proposed here.

As mentioned in the introduction, we first note that in

routed networks, the use of disjoint data paths can decrease the

network vulnerability. Returning to our problem, consider the

spreading of information flow across the network links. If all

the flows are concentrated along a single multicast tree, then

P (Ltotal ≥ rρ) can be quite high, as each used link carries a

large amount of flow, and one only needs to tap a few of them

to have Ltotal ≥ rρ. However, if the flows are spread out

across network links instead, one will need to tap more net-

work links to have Ltotal ≥ rρ. Hence, we expect the network

vulnerability to decrease as information flow is spread across

the network.

A straightforward method to spread information flow

across network links is to introduce to each link l ∈ E, a

strictly convex and increasing cost function in terms of zl. For

our simulations, we considered the addition of a quadratic cost

function to each link. Specifically, the objective function in (1)

is replaced by the following function:

µ + ω′µquad,

where

µquad =
∑

{l∈E}

pl (zl/ρ)
2
,

and ω′ is a non-negative weighting variable that represents the

relative importance of the network vulnerability with respect

to the overall network cost. Here, it is important to note that

ω 6= ω′ in general, because ν′ ≤ 1, while µquad ≤ r2. As it is

much easier to compute µquad than ν′, this heuristic is easier

to implement than the previous one.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our simulations are done using the network topologies

made available by the Rocketfuel project [15]. For our simula-

tions, we make the following simplifying assumptions. First,

we assume that all network links have infinite capacities (dl →
∞ ∀ l ∈ E). Next, we assume that all the network links have

the same probability of being tapped (pl = p ∀ l ∈ E).

For each scenario, we first decide on the network param-

eters, including the number of input random processes to be

transmitted (r), the throughput rate for each process (ρ), the

number of processes of interest to the wiretapper (k) and the

number of sink nodes (|T |). We also decide on the network to

be used, which gives us the cl values.

We then proceed to run simulations with the above network

parameters, and calculate the mean network cost and network

vulnerability. For each simulation, each source node in S is

randomly and uniformly chosen from V with replacement, be-

fore each sink node in T is randomly and uniformly chosen

from V −S without replacement. During this process, we also

ensure that the multicast problem is feasible, by requiring the

presence of at least one path from each source node to each

sink node.

Following this, we let p vary from 0 to 0.1, and for each

value of p, we proceed to solve for five different multicast sub-

graphs. We first consider the single path routing and the mul-

tipath routing solutions, before going on to consider the single

path network coding solution by having the objective function

in (1) as µ. Finally, we consider the two heuristics proposed in

this paper.

For each subgraph, we estimate the network vulnerabil-

ity in the following way. We randomly generate 2000 sets of

tapped links based on p, and decide for each set, if it enables

4



Table 2: Network vulnerabilities for three different networks, with r = 4, ρ = 10, k = 1, |T | = 4, and p = 0.01 or 0.1.

Exodus Telstra Tiscali
p = 0.01 p = 0.1 p = 0.01 p = 0.1 p = 0.01 p = 0.1

Single path routing 0.11 0.67 0.084 0.59 0.090 0.62
Multipath routing 0.025 0.39 0.044 0.45 0.047 0.47
Single path coding 0.054 0.62 0.060 0.59 0.083 0.69

Heuristic 1 (ω = 3 × 105) 0.012 0.57 0.028 0.55 0.023 0.60
Heuristic 2 (ω′ = 300) 0.013 0.73 0.024 0.60 0.068 0.86

the wiretapper to retrieve all processes in Winterest. The sam-

ple mean is then taken to be the network vulnerability (ν).

From Table 2, we observe that when p = 0.01, not only

are the values of ν associated with the two heuristics compa-

rable to that of multipath routing, but they are often the low-

est values out of the five. However, when p increases to 0.1,

both heuristics fail to match up to multipath routing in terms of

the network vulnerability. In fact, we observe that the second

heuristic yields the highest network vulnerability.

To explain these observations, we consider the coded net-

work shown in Figure 2(b) where the wiretapper is interested

in X1. When p is very small, we can approximate the situa-

tion as one where the wiretapper has negligible probability of

tapping two or more network links. Thus, the only way for

him to retrieve X1 is by tapping one of the two links that are

carrying X1 in an uncoded fashion. For a similar routing strat-

egy on the network, at least four network links must be used

for the multicast of X1, and the tapping of any one of these

links will enable the retrieval of X1. Thus, routing results in a

higher value of ν than network coding. In general, when p is

small, better security is achieved by network coding as Ytapped

is often small, and the wiretapper is unable to retrieve enough

degrees of freedom to decode Winterest entirely.

In routed networks, we first note that the tapping of links

carrying messages outside Winterest does not help the wiretap-

per in the retrieval of the messages in Winterest. However, in

coded networks, the tapping of such links can potentially aid

the wiretapper. Consider the network in Figure 2(b), although

H(X1 | X1 + X2) > 0 and H(X1 | X2) > 0, we note that

H(X1 | {X1+X2, X2}) = 0. In general, for coded networks,

there are more ways for the wiretapper to decode the messages

in Winterest from Y . This reduces the security advantage of

transmitting encoded messages, and results in the higher val-

ues of ν seen in coded networks when p is large.

Figure 3 shows the plots of two possible functions that

F (µ, ν) can take, for the Exodus network. Figures 3(a) and

3(b) show the plots for F (µ, ν) = µ+ων, where ω = 3×105

(the value of ω used in the first heuristic). Figures 3(c) and 3(d)

show the plots for F (µ, ν) = µν.

From Figures 3(a) and 3(b), we see that the first heuris-

tic performs the best out of the three coding strategies for all

values of p, but the second heuristic performs quite well when

p is small. In addition, the routing cases perform worse than

the coding cases for small values of p, mainly because of the

higher network cost incurred in routed networks. From Fig-

ures 3(c) and 3(d), we again observe that the coding schemes

perform better than the routing schemes for small values of p.

Simulations done on the Telstra and Tiscali networks show

similar results. In particular, we see that for the case where

F (µ, ν) = µν, both routing solutions returned higher values

of µν than the coding solutions for all values of p between 0

and 0.1. The corresponding plots for the Telstra and Tiscali

networks are shown in Figures 4(a) and (b), respectively.

Figure 5 shows the plot of network vulnerability against p
for the first heuristic, but with different values of r. The values

of ω were appropriately scaled to compensate for the higher

values of µ with increasing r.

Figure 3: Plot of two possible realizations of F (µ, ν) against

p. (Exodus network, r = 4, ρ = 10, k = 1, |T | = 4).

Figure 4: Plot of µν against p for the Telstra and the Tiscali

networks. (r = 4, ρ = 10, k = 1, |T | = 4).
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Figure 5: Plot of ν against p for different values of r (first

heuristic). (Exodus network, ρ = 10, k = 1, |T | = 4).

From Figure 5, it is observed that when r increases from

2 to 6, ν decreases, but when r increases further to 12, ν does

not decrease anymore. On the contrary, ν increases for small

values of p when r = 12. This interesting behavior can be

explained as follows.

When r increases, it affects the network vulnerability in

several ways. First, the mean number of encoded processes

Xi in the transmitted processes Y (l′) grows as O(r). This de-

creases ν as the wiretapper will, on average, need to retrieve

more degrees of freedom from the network in order to decode

all the messages in Winterest. Second, the size of Y grows

as O(2r), increasing the number of ways Winterest can be de-

coded from the messages in Y , thus increasing ν. Finally, the

average amount of flow on the network links grows as O(r).
Thus, for any fixed p, the expected size of Ytapped increases,

and ν increases.

As the increase in r can affect the network vulnerability

in these different ways, the net effect of an increase in r on

ν is ambiguous. However, the simulation results suggest that

when r is small, an increase in r decreases ν, while for larger

values of r, an increase in r increases ν. This is probably due

to the different growths of the network parameters mentioned

in the previous paragraph. As the size of Y grows as O(2r),
when r is small, the growth of Y is small, and the net effect

of an increase in r is a decrease in ν. However, when r gets

bigger, the growth of Y becomes much larger, resulting in a

net increase in ν.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have considered the problem of provid-

ing a set of connections at both a low cost and a high level of

security against wiretapping. As an exact solution is difficult,

we have presented two heuristic methods of finding the cod-

ing subgraphs that can achieve this. Through our simulation

results, we observe that a trade-off between network cost and

network vulnerability also exists in coded networks. In addi-

tion, we observe that network coding can be more effective

than traditional routing for low cost and secure data multicast,

especially when the links are not too easily tapped.

In this study, we have focused on the problem of finding

the coding subgraph, and conducted our simulations in a cen-

tralized manner. However, it should be noted that the finding

of the coding subgraph can done in a decentralized manner

for the second heuristic that we have proposed, since it has a

strictly convex cost function for each network link [3]. As we

have assumed the use of a random linear network code, which

itself is implementable in a distributed manner, we conclude

that our second heuristic solution to the problem can be imple-

mented in an entirely decentralized manner.

As we have only considered the issue of resilience against

wiretapping in this work, future research can be done to in-

vestigate the other security issues of network coding. Fur-

thermore, as we have only suggested two simple heuristic ap-

proaches to the problem, alternate algorithmic approaches re-

main as clear avenues for future work.
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